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Instituut Schreuder: een dynamische en lerende school die elk kind tot volle ontplooiing kan 

laten komen. 

 

In this newsletter 

Home education and instruction 

• Tuesday April 14 is a lesson-free day 

• Working from home - by parent / child advisor (OKA) 

• Merger of Schreuder and Vlinderboom - of the MR 

• Parental room 

 

Dear parents/ guardians,, 

How hard people work! We suddenly learn all kinds of new ways of (digital) communication, we 

roam the internet for motivating and fun activities and 

we miss the children enormously! 

We greatly appreciate your efforts at home to help and 

support the children as well as possible. Without you, 

home education is really not possible! So: tribute and 

chapeau. Hold on and stay healthy! 

 

Home education and instructionlessons 

It has now become clear that the schools will remain closed until the May holidays. The May holiday 

is from Monday April 27 to Friday May 8. This means that in the coming weeks, in addition to 

repeating the course material, we will also give instructional lessons remotely. New course material 

is offered during instruction lessons. The instruction lessons will be given by means of instructional 

videos that are prepared by the teachers, but also by giving a "live" group lesson via Meets 

(sometimes Zoom). It is therefore important that your child is then ready at the computer / laptop 

to participate in the group lesson of the teacher. Would you like to help your son / daughter? 

 

Finally, a number of important agreements that help your child to follow home education: 

• The timetable in Classroom: the teacher places the work every day / week in Classroom (for the 

children) and in Parnassys (for the parents). The grid provides guidance and structure for the 

children. 
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• READING; it is very important that your child reads at least 15 minutes every 

day. The children of group 1/2 also need their reding out or read-along moment 

daily. If children don't like reading, reading together is one way to start reading 

anyway. And that can also be done with an older sibling (or reading to a younger 

family member).  

• Live group lesson: the teacher uses fixed time and days for these group lessons via 

Meets (Google). She will indicate this in the timetable or in a separate email. Do you help your child 

to be present? 

• Maintain the daily routine of a normal school day as much as possible. The teachers can be 

reached by chat between 9 am and 3 pm for all their questions about the work, both in terms of 

content and organization. Not after that. After 15 hours, the teacher is preparing for the next day 

and checking submitted work. 

 

Tuesday april the 14th- no home education 

Tuesday, April 14, the day after Easter Monday, is a lesson-free day 

for the students. The teachers are therefore not online to supervise 

children or to answer questions. That day is used by the team to do 

the administration and to make the global schedule for the next 2 

weeks. 

 

Working at home- by Hanneke Doortmont (OKA) 

Dear Schreuder parents, 

We have heard from our Prime Minister Rutte this week that we will continue until April 28, which 

is quite a challenge. If you want help at home, I can be reached with video calling, via whats app, 

skype or in zoom. 

I offer online Triple-P and parenting advice, also by calling. We have many websites where you can 

get information, in an emergency we meet at the Bockesprong in a safe way, and I can think along. 

Most of the questions we receive are about organizing and motivating school work and good 

laptops. Also how do you plan with multiple children and levels. But also how do you work at home 

besides offering children help. I am also working with children at home and I think it is a job. We'll 

work it out together. We talk to each other. Tel: 0657935887 / H.doortmont@oktamsterdam.nl. For 

skype and zoom I invite you with a link via email. Videos are now also available on 

www.oktamsterdam.nl. 
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Merger of Schreuder en Vlinderboom- from the MR 

Dear parents, 

On March 18, you received a letter via Femmie about the intention of AMOS to bring a number of 

classes and students of the Vlinderboom to the Schreuder Institute, and to merge the Schreuder 

Institute with the Dr. Rijk Kramerschool. The representative advisory councils of the schools (MR) 

involved were already informed a week earlier (on 12 March) and were formally asked for advice. 

 

These are major changes in these uncertain times, which also require good preparation and 

guidance. Especially now that the entire educational Netherlands is extra charged with the best 

possible supervision of the children in the current school year, this is an important concern for all 

parties involved. Some of you have therefore already requested that these plans be postponed. 

 

Why continue now? 

First, there is no turning back for the Vlinderboom. The closure of that school had already been 

communicated earlier to teachers and parents and there is no basis for continuing at that location 

next year. We cannot leave the three AMOS UniQ classes and the other children who hopefully 

want to come to our school out in the cold. 

 

Second, the number of students at Schreuder Institute has been decreasing for a number of years. 

The arrival of a number of students from the Vlinderboom will immediately help to increase the 

number of students, with all the positive consequences for the school. 

 

What will happen to Schreuder Institute? 

In the longer term, the board expects that the link with Dr. Rijk Kramerschool will lead to a more 

stable influx of students and that the future of our school in Van de Veldestraat is assured. This is a 

sensitive point: you don't just put 125 years of history aside. We would like to hear from you which 

unique elements of the Schreuder Institute are important to you and which you would not like to 

lose. 

 

What now? 

The concern to guide these steps as well as possible remains. The advice of the Participation Council 

will therefore mainly focus on a well-founded plan and sufficient time for implementation. Think in 

the short term, for example of joint choices for teaching methods that still need to be replaced, of 

coordinating the parental contribution and after-school care, of the organization of the classes in 

our school, and of the new roles of the management and the staff collaboration at the various 
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locations. AMOS has set up a project team led by the incumbent director of the Vlinderboom, so 

that Femmie and the other board members can take their role as responsible for their own 

locations. Our advice will be to have Femmie supervise the process at Schreuder Institute in the 

20/21 school year. It is important to know that Femmie and the teachers of the Schreuder Institute 

are in principle positive about these developments. 

 

Questions? 

Today it will be difficult, if not impossible, to organize a parent's evening. We understand that there 

are many questions. AMOS has opened a special email address for this: questions.museum-

kwartier@amosonderwijs.nl, but you can also send your questions directly to the MR at 

dwijngaa@gmail.com. We will collect the questions and make as many answers as possible available 

as "frequently asked questions" for all parents. Our aim is to make this overview available on April 

10, so would you like to forward your questions as soon as possible? If there is a lot of interest, we 

can set up an online question session in the week of April 14. So let us know if you need it.  

With best regards, 

The MR 

       

Message from the Parent Room 

Dear parents, 

 

Unfortunately no school and physical lessons, so no Parents' Room. The world is suddenly very 

different. We sit inside and the children are given homework. As a parent I am also a bit of a teacher 

or master. Hopefully everyone can get something positive out of this period. On the site: 

https://www.opvoeden.nl/coronavirus-10355/ are tips and handy chintz. 

 

If it all fails, just ring the bell or send an email (mirjam.kane@amosonderwijs.nl). We do our work 

remotely. 

 

 

Strength from all of us! 

Mirjam and Gertrude (KDV / BSO) 
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Happy Easter! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

MR oudergeleding: 

Frank Reef: voorzitter 

Bram Wijngaarden: secretaris 

 

MR personeelsgeleding: 

Ellen van de Geer (groep 7/8 A) 

Jacobien Gerbrandy (groep 3) 

 

Ouderraad: 

Tessa Reef: voorzitter 

Alle klassenouders hebben zitting in de 

Ouderraad. 

 

Vertrouwenspersoon AMOS: 

Minke Fuijkschot: m.fuijkschot@hetabc.nl 

 

 


